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Symbol CS4070 Companion Scanner

  

Introducing the Symbol CS4070, the easy way to add enterprise-class scanning to any mobile device. If your workers are using tablets, laptops
and smartphones, they all share a common challenge — the consumer-grade camera used to capture barcodes makes scanning slow,
uncomfortable and impossible unless the barcode is perfect. 
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Description 

 

Wireless scanning for iOS, Android and Windows mobile devices

If your workers are using tablets, laptops and smartphones, they all share a common challenge — the consumer-grade camera used to capture
barcodes makes scanning slow, uncomfortable and impossible unless the barcode is perfect.

This affordable pocket-sized wireless device offers our most advanced barcode scanning technology, allowing your workers to capture virtually
any 1D or 2D barcode in any condition in the time it takes to press the trigger, even if it is damaged, dirty or scratched. It delivers true point-and-
shoot simplicity and the natural feel delivers comfortable no-fatigue scanning.

PRZM Intelligent Imaging technology for next generation performance

Resets the bar for 2D imaging, allowing workers to capture 1D and 2D barcodes with laser-style speed and accuracy for first-time every
time split second capture of bar codes in virtually any condition. Scans 1D, 2D and PDF417 barcodes printed on paper labels or
displayed on mobile phones or computer screens.

Superior ergonomics makes scanning effortless

Not only is the CS4070 one of the smallest and lightest devices in its class, it is also designed to fit naturally in the hand for all day
comfort in the most scan intensive applications. Grooves guide the hand to the most comfortable placement, and trigger buttons are
placed to enable easy effortless scanning for any size hand.

Scanning for iOS, Android and Windows mobile devices
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Based on Bluetooth standards, the CS4070 works with all of today’s popular tablets, laptops and smartphones. And the intergrated MFI
chip and Apple Certification ensure compatibility with all Apple mobile devices, including the iPhone and iPad. The dedicated pairing
button makes it easy for users to pair with any supported host.

 

mobile device companion

The ideal companion for tablets and more, this affordable pocket-sized device offers our most advanced barcode scanning technology,
able to capture virtually any barcode, in any condition, in the time it takes to press the trigger.

Dimensions

4.39 in. L x 1.79 in. W x 1.02 in. H 11.15 cm L x 4.55 cm W x 2.6 cm H

Weight

With batteries: 3.28 oz./93.2 g

colour

Black

Sealing

IP42

Drop Tolerance

Multiple 5 ft./1.5 m drops to concrete
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